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Abstract. The crucial factor influencing the main change while shaping the higher education environment over the last decades has been a rapid development of new learning technologies. This paper focuses on presenting the competitive ICT infrastructure that is defined based on the support of student needs in order to complete the higher school. Even though most institutions of higher education can provide a long list of e-services to support student needs, this does not mean that students actively use all of these services. The experience of Kaunas University of Technology is demonstrated using the proposed model of student needs. The usage of KUT e-services is explored by introducing metrics for its analysis.
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1. Introduction

The main challenge for higher education in the nearest future is the global competitiveness (the Bologna process (Wächter, 2004)), as the present global market requires the higher schools to present their courses in the international level. Thus, traditional universities must adapt educational infrastructures in response with the global requirements (Hanna, 2000). What are the essential factors that can influence changes forming the educational infrastructure? A rapid development of new learning technologies, together with their functionalities, is a key driving force influencing these changes and empowering universities to become more innovative. (Mickus, 2009). It is obvious that the introduction of the new technologies requires the preparation of new education environments and methods adapted for these technologies. The development of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and the occurrence of novel technologies regularly shape the infrastructure of higher schools. With this in mind, this paper focuses on the of ICT infrastructure. What should be the ICT infrastructure for the higher education institutions to enhance their competitiveness?

Despite the fact that higher schools pay special attention to ICT in the educational process, the study of the literature sources has shown that there is no unique methodology of a coverage of study needs by ICT. Many scientific sources evaluate costs and benefits of the use of ICT (Nicol and Coen, 2003). Some authors (David and
Abreu, 2014) focus in advocating the importance of the recent developments on ICT in education, particularly in higher education. Other authors discuss the general development trends of ICT in this field (Zhang et al., 2016).

So far, there was a general lack of research that would provide the general assessment criteria of competitive ICT infrastructure that can be used as example for other institutions. Higher schools usually develop their own ICT infrastructures based on experts’ advice or delegate this task to private IT companies. Thus, this study aims to contribute to this area by filling this gap. As there are no general assessment criteria of competitive infrastructure, throughout the paper we have defined the term “competitive ICT infrastructure” from the point of view of implementation of student needs in order to complete the higher school.

As the analysed scientific literature have not presented a common student needs model, this paper aims to generalize student needs and to present the student needs support model that can be employed by higher education institutions in the development of educational ICT infrastructure in order to enhance its competitiveness.

The paper aim covers the following research tasks:

1. Based on analysis of scientific literature, generalize student needs and present university-wide student needs model that covers not only academic achievements but also promotes the intellectual and personal skills.
2. Explore competitiveness of e-services in Kaunas University of Technology (KUT) on the basis of the student needs model being presented in this paper.
3. Investigate diversity of overall e-services usage and the intensity of average e-services usage.

Research methods include: 1) analysis of scientific literature that was surveyed to create an initial theoretical base; 2) systematic review of KUT legal institutional documentation and reports; 3) interviews with institutional representatives about education policies and practices; 4) retrieval and summarisation of information gathered during the meetings with KUT student organization representatives.

This article begins by presenting generalized model of student needs. Then, article goes on by laying the components of hybrid ICT infrastructure implemented in KUT and the list of e-services provided in KUT with the analysis how these services accomplish with student’s needs. The last part of the article presents the usage of e-services provided by KUT.

2. Student needs’ model

Students are the main users who study at the university. It is important for the students to have the possibility to participate in the study organization process themselves, to use the modern education facilities and to get the knowledge of good quality.

Literature sources on definition of the term “student needs” have been published with a slight growing tendency but anyway are quite limited. Simpson (Simpson, 2013) distinguished academic (or tutorial) support and non-academic support to accommodate student needs. Most authors emphasized only academic importance. For example, the paper (Aoki and Pogroszewski, 1998) divided student needs into four types: administrative, student, faculty, and resource services. The study (Monsour, 1998) defined the needs, such as admission, necessary financial support, technical support, library services, career advisory, counselling, online communication, training programs, administrative, effectiveness monitoring, communication technology, learners’ privacy
and system security, efficient assessment, course quality services, copyright and ownership procedures for course materials, and etc. Other authors (Potter, 2013), (Mickus, 2009), (Pukelyte, 2010) and (Vipartiene, 2013) defined a broader meaning of the term “student support services”, like pre-admission counselling, academic advising, financial aid, learning skills instruction, childcare, and much more.

Figure 1 depicts a generalized model of student needs based on the reviewed research papers (Aoki and Pogroszewski, 1998), (Pukelyte, 2010), (Vipartiene, 2013), and a case-study of KUT. The model was also improved according to the recommendations and experience of KUT IT specialists, as well as based on the requirements defined by KUT Student Union.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Study administration</th>
<th>Finance support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Books ordering.</td>
<td>Registration, termination or interruption of studies. Graduation from the University</td>
<td>The tuition fee and compensation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life needs</td>
<td>Course Schedule. Course materials</td>
<td>IT services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation, dormitories.</td>
<td>Academic environment. Lectures.</td>
<td>E-mail.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health services.</td>
<td>Technical support.</td>
<td>Printing and copying.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering services.</td>
<td>Faculty address, contacts.</td>
<td>Wireless network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure</td>
<td>Faculty data.</td>
<td>Private network. Social network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport activities.</td>
<td>Documents: procedure descriptions, rules, regulations.</td>
<td>Web services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student organizations.</td>
<td>FAQ</td>
<td>Career planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art societies.</td>
<td>Events, news.</td>
<td>Practice organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade union.</td>
<td>Quality assessment</td>
<td>Exchange programs. Internships. Support for students’ international activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic help support</td>
<td>Academic ethics questions.</td>
<td>Scientific research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentorship program: career mentor, research mentor, tutor</td>
<td>Application of penalties.</td>
<td>Non-formal education.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1. Student needs’ model**

The model summarizes the possible student needs in the main areas like studies, finance, library, leisure, IT services, career-planning, documents, events, news, academic help support, study process quality assessment, and other services.
3. Analysis of e-services provided to support student needs

Kaunas University of Technology is running its own hybrid infrastructure (Figure 2), which uses a mix of local university infrastructure and third-party public cloud service provider, such as Microsoft, with orchestration between two platforms.

Fig. 2. Hybrid infrastructure of KUT

The top layer (IT infrastructure: software) provides an access to the computing e-services. The applications are implemented and hosted on virtual IT infrastructure. A middle layer contains the system components that manage access to computing resources through the abstraction of software. The components include hypervisors, virtual machines, virtual data centres and other resource abstractions. The lowest layer, as the physical layer, includes all the physical computing resources, such as computers, network, routers, switches, hard disks and other physical components. Maintenance and administration, as well as Security components include security specification, like identity management, authentication and incident management.

This infrastructure allows the university students and staff to access applications via Web, both in computer classes at the University, and for self-working place at home. The originality of the infrastructure is that there are additional functions implemented to manage users who are working with virtual resources. Administrators have opportunity to see how many users are working with virtual resources and to disconnect the users if they are using resources not for work.

All students are provided with University IT user credentials by e-services. KUT e-services that are categorized into seven groups based on their functionality as outlined in Figure 3. Information systems provides capabilities for registering students in courses, making of individual plans and schedules, maintenance of student data and other services. E-communication tools uses Microsoft Office 365 and MS Exchange Online service. Virtual Learning environment provides access of lectures and conferences through student work places and mobile devices and provides capabilities to check students’ knowledge on a specific field. University websites branch out into many sections designated to the departments, institutions, centres that, in many cases, have
their own websites. Help system manages support queries from university community to register incidents. Network services allow securely to connect to the University network. Other services take services like copying, printing and scanning.

**Fig. 3. Classification of e-services provided by KUT**

In the article was provided analysis how these services accomplish with students needs specified by proposed student needs model. Figure 4 outlines the results how the student needs specified by the proposed model (Figure 1) are intersected with e-services being provided (Figure 3).

![Diagram of e-services provided by KUT](image)

**Fig. 4. Relationship between student needs and supported KUT services**

Closer inspection of this chart shows that some of e-services are unique and comply with specific student needs, while the others are universal ones and widely applicable.
4. Research findings

The specific questions which drive the research are: Whether students use all of these e-services? Which e-service is the most popular among faculties? How the trend in usage changes over time? In general, the paper concerns with the investigation of diversity of overall e-services usage and the intensity of average e-services usage. In particular, the detailed usage analysis of all e-services presented in Figure 3 is problematic because of limited data access. Thus, among the e-services provided to support student needs in KUT were selected in the following analysis. Empirical data available for this research were collected for AIS, Office365, VLE, and Library e-services over 2016/2017 academic year.

The percentage intensity of average usage for the selected service, $\lambda^S$, is estimated by using the measure given by

$$\lambda^S = \frac{1}{D \cdot n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} d^S_i \cdot 100\% ;$$

where $D$ – the number of days within the academic year, $n$ – the number of students in the university or faculty, $d^S_i$ – the number of days when the student $i$ accessed the concrete e-service $S$ through IMS. The estimated values for each KUT faculty per academic year are shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 5, the percentage intensity of e-services, such as AIS, Office365, VLE, Library, being used by the students directly corresponds to the needs of the specific faculty where predominantly either engineering or business-social orientation in education is set up. Student needs at engineering faculties are characterized by high values of almost all e-services analysed. The overall mean level of
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percentage intensity of average usage per faculty for each e-service is summarized in Table 1. The table shows that in average AIS e-service, being as the most popular e-service, was used 68 percent of days per academic year. In general, the intensity level was consistent with the need of these services in the education process, but not the Library case, which was accessed only up to 10 percent of days.

Table 1. The overall mean level of percentage intensity of average usage per faculty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The overall level of percentage intensity, %</th>
<th>AIS</th>
<th>Office365</th>
<th>VLE</th>
<th>Library</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67.61</td>
<td>39.18</td>
<td>47.24</td>
<td>9.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next step of the analysis concerns the statistical data that were collected to investigate the diversity of overall e-services usage in terms of the number of unique users that login to the e-services being analysed. The estimate $\mu_T^S$ of usage as defined is formalized by

$$\mu_T^S = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} k_t^S ;$$

where, $T$ – the length of a period to be selected of the analysis, $k_t^S$ – the number of unique logins to a certain e-service $S$ per unit time $t$. The estimated values of $\mu_T^S$ for each service setting up either $T$ equal to the time frame over which the usage is being calculated or $T$ as one month are shown in Figure 6a) and in Figure 6b), respectively.

Fig. 6. Usage of e-services during 2016/2017 academic year

Nearly 10 thousand students were studying at KUT during 2016/2017 academic year. It is apparent from Figure 6a) that AIS service, having the highest variation, was observed as the mostly used by students as compared with the other e-services. The number of unique logins for VLE and Office365 services was more or less similar in comparison. From the Figure 6a), one can see that by far the lowest demand was for Library’s e-service. This is rather unexpected outcome that usage of services provided by Library was rather low and kept the same level during whole academic year, as can
be seen in Figure 6b). The administrative authorities should concern about this evidence obtained during the analysis. Figure 6b) depicts the dynamics of usage of e-services that can be described as having a certain pattern implied by three critical time moments, such as the beginning of academic year and the end of each semester. The usage of VLE and Office365 can be distinguished from the others by a sharply rise at the beginning of academic year, then levelling off at approximately its maximum usage before a slight fall at the end of first semester. AIS e-service produced the similar dynamics but contrary to the others had a peak at the end of first semester. The usage of Library e-service remained rather stable with slight fluctuation over the whole year.

5. Conclusions and discussion

The research has identified that there is a general lack of scientific publications that would present key criteria for assessing the infrastructure of higher education institution. Therefore, this paper contributes to this field by proposing student needs scheme that includes not only academic development and achievements but also promotes the intellectual and personal skills acquired during studies in the university.

The case study has demonstrated the assessment of KUT experience to the adaption of ICT strategy based on the presented model in order to enhance its competitive advantage. As anticipated, our research has demonstrated that a long list of implemented ICT services can lead to low usage rates of certain e-services. The discrepancy between the provision and the usage is crucial if these services relate to the academic development of students and competitiveness of institution.

The paper creates a paradigm for future studies focusing on the development of ICT infrastructure to ensure its sustainability.
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